Ergonomic Services:
Quantitative Reviews
Injury prevention has evolved in the 21st Century, and DORN stays up to speed with
comprehensive data collection services that offer a holistic, yet detailed perspective
on the injury problems facing your organization. Our quantitative ergonomic reviews,
designed to provide organizations with up-to-the-minute data on their employees’
work and behavior patterns, include extensive in-person observation of the workplace
and engagement with the employees in question. The result is a data-based picture
of your work environment, including worker health and behavior, that can be used to
drive changes at every level of operations.
Leveraging the expertise of our certified ergonomic Specialists, DORN’s quantitative
ergonomic reviews include video and photo evidence, worker testimony, and overall
performance data, which can be used to identify the primary pain points of your
worksite and address the problems proactively. From outdated workstations to
environmental hazards and dangerous techniques used by the employees themselves,
our program provides highlights trends in exertion and physical strain so that you can
isolate risk factors that lead to chronic pain, musculoskeletal injuries, and fatigue, each
of which implies a host of costs and productivity losses when left unaddressed.

About DORN Companies
For nearly 20 years, DORN has led the
cutting edge of workplace safety solutions,
offering holistic, proactive strategies to
help organizations in all sectors reduce
injuries, cut costs, and boost productivity.
With a whole-person approach to safety

Benefits of a Quantitative Review:
yy Detailed analysis of your worksite and the nature of the tasks being performed
yy Plans for holistic change that can drastically lower costs and improve
productivity
yy Stronger ergonomic practices, which lead to increased employee retention,
improved morale, and a more engaged workforce

that evaluates Body, Behavior, and
Environment, DORN deploys custombuilt solutions based on trusted science
and the expertise of a nationwide team
of workplace safety specialists. Whether
through ergonomic assessments, PainFree
treatments, biomechanics programs,
technology solutions or coaching and
training, DORN solutions significantly
enhance organizational efficiency and
employee effectiveness while improving
the overall culture of the organization.
With an annual ROI of nearly 600% and
a reach of over 100,000 employees, we
have saved employers over $100 million
in workers’ compensation and healthcare
claims and costs.
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